
1 Day
16:00 - 21:00
CU Centenary Park

duAration
time
location

Interested in art and
nature and mental health
Easy-going
Adventurous
Open-minded

psychographics

Feel(in) Space, an art event that empowers mental positivity and improve
people's quality of life by promoting mind relaxation 

through the combination of art, nature and psychological concepts.

Background insight
from in-dept interviewfrom secondary research

solution

Objectives
Engage

Enrich

Empower 

target audience

demographics
18-25 years old
University students
Reside in Bangkok

In the fast-paced society,
people tend to feel

overwhelmed from work
overload and productivity

causing  work-life imbalance
and negativity towards

physical and mental health.

 Lack of art activities
 Lack of time for self-
reflection
 Lack of places and
activities for relaxation
 Park is the most chosen
place for relaxation

An event in natural space that
enhances the use of art for  

 mind relaxation

To enhance and promote self-awareness, self-
understanding, and self-reflection
To generate a safe and soothing space for relaxation 
To empower the positivity for individuals and community 

1.

2.
3.

 people with therapeutic art and nature
to enhance the importance of mental

well-being

self-understanding, awareness,
relaxation, and mental health

attendees to cultivate positivity and
improve their mental well-being

through tools

Love to explore new activity
Have no time on self-reflection

behavioral

3Es

event design

Event detail



Branding

Painting Picnic Workshop

Mind Deposit

positive area

A writing area that allows participants to
develop self-awareness  through the
interpretation of colors following Humanistic
Art Therapy Approach.

A sharing-positivity area where participants
are able to write and share positive quote
following the concept of self-compassion. 

Reach out to

Shared posterKOLs

Digital screen
at Siam

Display the poster on around CU

A live acoustic music area providing a calming
and relaxing environment from the music
performance

Photogenic area that encourage taking photos
which boosts social awareness

After the post-assessment by using the self-reflection
questionnaire (SRIS-SR) and survey,

More than 250
event participants

28,676 impressions
and 6,203 reach in

social media

Majority of participants feel relaxed, reduce stress, gain
positivity and awareness of emotions
More than 50% of participants believe that it is essential
for them to grasp how their feelings, thoughts, and minds
process.

A workshop that applies art therapy technique
to encourage people to paint their emotions
and thoughts and share within a group

5 groups        5 people/group       45 mins/group

4 student bands    1 artist band (Serious Bacon)

live acoustic music

photo zone

Execution

concept

theme

slogan

my shade, mind shade

Feeling feel in fill in

media plan

influencers, artists, media outlets

offline media

evaluation

It refers to uniqueness of each person's traits
and individual's mental state where our event
will allow participants to explore more

refers to
self-fullfillment

refers to
feeling

exploration
refers to
mentality

Art, nature, relief, relaxation, and self-reflection

Fulfill your feelings

mood
and tone

name strategy

Relaxing / Friendly

Create and use 

Contents Official posterInstagram
@feel.in.space

owned online media

OBJ : To create awareness &
reach target group
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